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Covid-19 and regulatory pressure present incredible
challenges for the automotive industry, but investments
in the future of transportation offer a path forward
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The automotive industry has
been one of the main drivers of
economic growth over the past
100 years but without a rethink
of business fundamentals and
massive investment, many of
today’s car brands may be
gone within three decades.
They are being battered in one direction by
a storm of climate activism forcing the rapid
development of cleaner electric vehicles and,
in the other, by technology giants pouring
resources into the development of self-driving
cars that are effectively smartphones on wheels.
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Many manufacturers were
staggering before the coronavirus
(Covid-19) outbreak but when
it became a global pandemic,
the industry had to deal with
factories being shuttered, workers
furloughed and sales reduced to
a trickle.
“There was a perfect storm for established automotive brands
brewing and their complex supply chains – and then came Covid-19,”
says Simon Kessler, global head of mobility and automotive at
Greensill.
As the world waits for the epidemic to abate, ensuring financial
stability and liquidity is a top priority for automakers.
Market indices, such as the iboxx Auto/Suppliers CDS index, have
widened significantly from 110bps early March to 305bps on April
1. The comparative performance of the iboxx non-financials CDS
index, which climbed from 80bps to 180bps in the same timeframe,
demonstrates how the sector is considered much higher risk.
All this plays out against a backdrop of falling sales. At the start
of April, a presentation on the sector by IHS Markit predicted light
vehicle sales in 2020 of 78.8 million, down from 89.7 million in 2019.
Years of ultra-low rates in several G10 currencies and significant
central bank intervention to support GDP growth created benign
conditions for companies to extend maturity profiles and secure
access to liquidity.
“The unaddressed problem is simply overcapacity in the market,
with valuations and credit ratings now coming under pressure.”
says Greensill’s Kessler. “Dealers are the ones feeling the strain
immediately, while rental car companies are fighting for survival with
demand approaching zero.”
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Kessler says this should be the time for captive finance
companies, banks and specialist providers to “step up” by
extending payment terms, revising curtailment dates and taking
other steps to support struggling firms.
However, these finance companies rely on functioning capital
markets to provide the resources for their activities. Those
markets have become highly volatile and, at times, inaccessible
for all but the largest frequent issuers.
Most of the main players in the industry have started the year
with strong liquidity reserves and access to significant committed
bank lines to cover upcoming maturities. However, there is less
certainty about the health of smaller suppliers further down the
supply chain that cannot tap financial markets on their own.
It is here that Greensill can offer a lifeline: working capital made
available more quickly and cheaply than traditional bank or credit
alternatives.
“Covid-19 is having an immediate impact on the entire industry
and its supply chain,” says Greensill’s Simon Kessler. “The pain is
universal but the pressure is greater the further down you go in
the supply chain.
“Our solutions provide capital markets-based pricing to suppliers
that do not have access to those markets.”

1.6%
automotive’s
share of global
GDP
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Greensill, formed in 2011, has transformed working
capital finance by combining the power of technology
with expertise in financial markets to provide cash to
companies at all levels in global supply chains.
It buys hundreds of thousands of invoices, or trade receivables, from
companies of all sizes and packages them into short-term buyerbacked bonds that are then sold to investors.
Rates for the service are typically lower than traditional asset-based
lending and Greensill’s access to a diverse range of options ensures
continued access to funding, whatever the state of market volatility.
Even without Covid-19, car manufacturers and their suppliers
were facing a financial squeeze at precisely the time they need to
preserve cash piles to invest in new technology.
In order to meet ever more stringent regulations, the industry must
increase the number of “zero emission” vehicles on the street.
At the same time, car makers must continue ploughing billions
into developing diesel and petrol powered models until battery
technology and the fast-charging infrastructure has matured
sufficiently.
It is essential expenditure because the European Union will fine
companies that do not meet an average carbon dioxide emissions
target of 95g per kilometre across their model ranges. Automotive
consultancy Jato Dynamics said the total bill for the industry would
have been $37 billion based on 2018 sales figures.

78.8m
Prediction for
global light
vehicle sales
in 2020
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With this regulatory pressure
on the industry, it is little
wonder car makers are ramping
up the introduction of electric
cars as they represent the
quickest way of meeting the
Brussels targets.
The investment in electric vehicles, or EVs, represents the biggest
fundamental change in the 100-year evolution of the motor car –
and these developments are running concurrently with what may
turn out to be an even bigger transformation, the development of
autonomous driving technology.
The incentive for this change has been the rise of Tesla and its
promises of eco-friendly self-driving cars that cut stress behind the
wheel and reduce accidents.
However, matching Tesla co-founder Elon Musk’s vision of driverless
cars is proving a big drag on cash for others with few tangible results.
That is because the 5G technology essential for autonomous driving
is not being rolled out uniformly and the artificial intelligence vital
to keeping the highly complex software systems working – and cars
from crashing – is not at the necessary level of sophistication.
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Meanwhile, ride-hailing companies like Uber, Lyft and
Gojek are increasingly seen by young urbanites – once a
core demographic for car companies – as a much more
desirable option than buying a car that depreciates by up
to 30% as soon as it rolls out of the showroom and can
only be driven at 7mph in urban jams.
Even those who do still want a car may not want to finance it in
the traditional manner. Providing credit to buy cars that is repaid in
monthly instalments has been a strong revenue earner and cashflow
generator for banks and large manufacturers.
For the consumer it is relatively expensive money and new models
are emerging that have more in common with phone, music and TV
subscriptions. There may come a point when nobody actually owns a
car outright but subscribes monthly to “mobility as a service” (MaaS).
It is a tantalising prospect for those who get their proposition right
as shared mobility and vehicle connectivity is likely to account for a
growing percentage of total automotive revenues within a decade.
Analysts suggest that revenue and profits from new car sales will
drop back slightly by the end of the decade but sales of mobility
services could be worth around $1 trillion in turnover by that time.
Despite facing strong headwinds, the automotive industry is one
of the major drivers of the world economy and it is important it
navigates through this squall. According to the McKinsey Global
Institute, automotive accounts for 1.6% of global GDP. It is also a
significant spender on research and a major provider of high-quality
manufacturing jobs suitable for all skill levels.

$1trn
Revenue expected
from Mobility as a
Service (MaaS)
by 2030
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The road ahead
Covid-19 will leave a mark on the industry well beyond
the immediate crisis, not least in the relationship
between big auto brands and their suppliers.
Initial analysis by McKinsey suggests that protecting the supply
chain is now an even greater priority for top management. This
suggests a less transactional relationship focused on annual price
negotiations and more of a holistic, collaborative approach to ensure
the continuing prosperity of all links in the supply chain.
The availability of government financial support to rebuild the sector
and assist individual companies will also be high on the agenda of
most boards.
“This will certainly influence future capital expenditure decisions
for large manufacturers and their suppliers,” says Greensill’s Simon
Kessler. “Country risk is rapidly coming back to the top of the
agenda.”
Covid-19 will bring other changes too and accelerate emerging
trends.
Alliances, mergers and more takeover activity are possible
consequences, as is the prospect of some companies going out of
business.
In developed markets asset-light, digital business models are most
likely to weather the impact of Covid-19 better. Selling direct has
been part of the success of electric vehicle pioneers like Tesla,
encouraging Volvo to pioneer a website-based purchase model with
its Polestar electric sub-brand.
Traditional manufacturers are eyeing this model cautiously but they
are already exploring the power of technology to roll out internetbased “service-over-the-air” that reduces the need for physical
service stations and total cost of ownership. New features
can also be added as seamlessly as a computer software
update and a phone can be used in place of starter keys.

8.5%
of all auto parts
are exported
from China
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The electric vehicle
market’s transformational
numbers

330
Number of electric
models available in
Europe by the end
of 2025

$

37bn

Total fines auto
companies could face
from EU for missing
emissions targets

25%

of all revenues could
come from mobility
services by 2030
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